
Between 3.6 and 
7.6% of US boys 
have had sex 
before age 13
WASHINGTON: Between 3.6 percent and 7.6 percent
of US boys reported having sexual intercourse before
the age of 13 in a study published on Monday, but the
prevalence varies widely by race, ethnicity and geo-
graphic location. The study in the latest issue of JAMA
Pediatrics looked at the results of two surveys to deter-
mine how common it is for US boys to have sex before
the age of 13. A total of 7.6 percent of the nearly
20,000 male high school in one study reported having
sexual intercourse before the age of 13. In the second
study — of 7,700 males between the ages of 15 and 24
years old - the figure was 3.6 percent.

The proportion varied widely by geography - from
five percent in San Francisco to 12 percent in
Houston, Texas, to 25 percent in Memphis, Tennessee.
It also varied by race and ethnicity with non-Hispanic
black and Hispanic male adolescents more likely than
their white peers to have had sexual relations before
becoming teenagers. In the survey of 20,000 male
high school students, 19.0 percent of the non-
Hispanic blacks reported having sexual intercourse
before the age of 13, 4.4 percent of the non-Hispanic
whites, 9.0 percent of Hispanics and 7.8 of those
classified as others.

In the survey of 7,000 males between the ages of 15
and 24, the numbers were 10.5 percent for non-
Hispanic blacks, 2.2 percent for non-Hispanic whites,
3.4 percent for Hispanics and 1.6 percent for others.
The authors of the study noted that while the overall
numbers differed in the two surveys they showed simi-
lar differentials by race and ethnicity. “Broad cultural
scripts about masculinity and sex hold that men should

start having sex early and have sex often,” the study’s
authors said.

“For young men of color, particularly black males,
racist stereotypes of hypermasculinity may also con-
tribute to expectations of early sexual initiation.” The
study found that boys whose mothers did not have a
college degree were more likely to report having had
sexual intercourse before the age of 13. Among those
aged between 18 and 24 who reported having sex
before the age of 13, 8.5 percent characterized it as
unwanted, 37 percent said they had mixed feelings
about it and 54.6 percent described it as wanted.

“These findings underscore the need for providing
comprehensive sex education that is culturally informed
and inclusive before an individual’s first sexual
encounter and ensuring that health care practitioners
discuss sex with their male patients starting during
middle school years or earlier,” the study’s authors said.
The study did not look at girls’ sexual behavior but cit-
ed other research as saying that boys were more than
twice as likely as girls to experience sexual intercourse
before the age of 13. The study was conducted by
Laura Lindberg of the Guttmacher Institute in New
York and other researchers. — AFP 

WASHINGTON: The resignation of Homeland
Security Secretary Kirstjen Nielsen underscored the
failure of President Donald Trump to halt uncontrolled
immigration, one of the key promises of his presidency.
More than two years after he took office, tens of thou-
sands of mostly Central Americans travel across the
southern US border each month, requesting asylum so
that they cannot immediately be sent back home. Trump
wants his officials to take a tougher stance, but is
stymied by US laws protecting migrants and a
Congress unwilling to change them.

How big is the problem?
In the first six months after Trump took office in

January 2017, the US border patrol apprehended about
20,000 undocumented migrants each month, the lowest
level in years. Since then the numbers have steadily
increased. In the six months to February, apprehensions
topped 60,000 a month, and March could have neared
100,000, officials say.  The number of migrants arriving
in families, and as unaccompanied children, has also
soared, straining facilities to house and process them.
Several have died while in US custody. Most are from
Guatemala, El Salvador and Honduras, and they often
cross the US border from Mexico in groups numbering
more than 100. Once over the border they turn them-
selves in to US officials and request asylum, citing
poverty and violence back home.

Why can’t they be turned back?
US and international laws guarantee that if a person

crosses the border into the country and requests asy-
lum, their case must be reviewed by an immigration
judge. That means the migrants can stay inside the US

until their case is heard. Currently the backlog for
immigration cases is nearing 900,000 with wait-times
around two years. Released inside the United States to
wait, most migrants are never seen again.

What does Trump want to do? 
Trump has sought ways to deter migrants against the

strong pull of better jobs and security that the US offers,
but he has been frustrated by stiff political and legal
barriers, including his own courts. A US federal judge on
Monday blocked Trump’s policy of returning asylum
seekers to Mexico to wait out the processing of their
cases, saying the Department of Homeland Security had
overstepped its authority. The Republican president has
demanded billions of dollars to build a wall along the
border, but Congress has refused to fund it. In response
he declared a national emergency to divert funds from
military projects, but now faces legal challenges to that.

Trump wants Mexico to halt transiting migrants, but
action by the Mexican government has been limited. Last
week he threatened to shut down border ports to pres-
sure Mexico economically to act. But US business and
politicians from both parties told Trump that would dam-
age the US economy as well. According to news reports,
Nielsen resigned Sunday after opposing Trump’s push to
restart a former policy to separate migrant children from
their families, which he believes was a strong deterrent to
crossing the border. That policy has been ruled illegal in
US courts and labelled a human rights violation by US
and international rights activities.

Can aid help stem the flow? 
The migrants from Guatemala, Honduras and El

Salvador are often fleeing endemic poverty and vio-

lence. The United States has been pumping hundreds of
millions of dollars in aid to the three countries each
year. Most accounts are that the aid helps somewhat;
migration from El Salvador in particular plummeted in
recent years. Nielsen and the man Trump named to
succeed her, Customs and Border Protection head
Kevin McAleenan, both have spoken in favor of aid.  “I

don’t think we should shy away from investing heavily
in Central America,” McAleenan said last July. But ille-
gal immigration has continued to rise. At the end of
March an angry Trump cut off aid to the three coun-
tries. “We were paying them tremendous amounts of
money. And we’re not paying them anymore. Because
they haven’t done a thing for us.” — AFP 
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WASHINGTON: A boy drives a Ford off road simulator at the Washington Auto Show at the Walter E Washington
Convention Center in Washington, DC. — AFP 

BAJA CALIFORNIA: Members of the US secret service and border patrol agents on horseback, patrol near the US-
Mexico border fence in preparation for the visit of US President Donald Trump to Calexico, California, as seen from
Mexicali, Baja California state, Mexico. — AFP 
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F-35 fighter disappears 

TOKYO: A Japanese F-35 stealth fighter jet with
one pilot on board disappeared from radar while on
a training mission over the Pacific yesterday night,
the defense ministry said. The fighter jet went miss-
ing at around 7:30 pm (1030 GMT) as it was flying
some 135 kilometers east of Misawa, northeastern
Japan, a ministry spokeswoman said. It was not
immediately clear if it had it crashed, the spokes-
woman said, adding: “We are still trying to search
for the aircraft.” The fate of the pilot was not imme-
diately clear. The plane lost contact about 30 min-
utes after taking off from Misawa Air Base, public
broadcaster NHK said. The Self-Defence Forces
and coastguard dispatched vessels to carry out res-
cue operations, NHK added. — AFP

Flash floods kill three 

RIO DE JANEIRO: Flash floods caused by torren-
tial rain killed at least three people in Rio de Janeiro,
officials said yesterday, as emergency workers
raced to rescue people trapped in buses, cars and
buildings. Heavy rain overnight inundated parts of
the city, turning some streets into raging rivers, top-
pling trees and sweeping away cars as the state
emergency agency declared a crisis. The southern
zone of the city, which includes Copacobana,
Ipanema and Leblon as well as several favellas, was
the hardest hit. A man was killed after he was caught
in flooding, while two women died when a house in
a favella collapsed, Rio de Janeiro mayor Marcelo
Crivella told reporters. At least one person is miss-
ing, G1 reported.  — AFP 

‘Extremist’ vegans jailed 

LILLE: A court in northern France handed jail
terms to two vegan activists on Monday for a string
of attacks on butchers, shops and restaurants selling
meat, after a trial lawyers said was the first of its
kind in the country. The court in the northern city of
Lille handed the pair prison terms of 10 and six
months over the attacks on businesses in the north
of France from November 2018 to February 2019.
The couple, a 23-year-old youth worker named
Cyrile and a 29-year-old employee at a kinder-
garten called Mathilde, were convicted of criminal
damage after breaking windows and starting fires at
butchers, fishmongers, restaurants and shops in the
area. They are likely to escape having to serve time
behind bars under French law that allows jail sen-
tences of less than two years to be converted into
community-based service. — AFP 

Head of US Secret Service to quit 

WASHINGTON: The head of the US Secret
Service, which guards President Donald Trump
and visiting heads of state, is stepping down, the
White House said Monday in the administration’s
latest sign of turbulence. “United States Secret
Service director Randolph ‘Tex’ Alles... will be
leaving shortly and President Trump has selected
James M. Murray, a career member of the USSS, to
take over as director beginning in May,” Trump
spokeswoman Sarah Sanders said in a statement.
No reason was given for Alles’ sudden departure.
However, the former Marine general quickly denied
that he had been pushed out. This appeared aimed
at shooting down speculation in the US media that
Alles may have been axed in connection to a secu-
rity incident in March at Trump’s Florida golf club
and weekend retreat. — AFP 

Nigeria twin
town ponders
cause of 
multiple births
IGBO ORA, Nigeria: In a dusty
school playground in southwest
Nigeria, the rows of children lined up
to return to their classrooms are dot-
ted with the faces of identical twins.
Sights like this can be seen every-
where in Igbo Ora, where a banner
welcomes visitors to the “twins capi-
tal of the world”. Twins are common
in the Yoruba ethnic group that domi-
nates this part of Nigeria. A 1970s
study by a British gynaecologist
found that around 50 sets of twins
were born out of every 1,000 births
in the southwest - one of the highest
rates of twin births in the world.

In Yoruba culture twins are so
common that they are traditionally
given specific names. They are called
either Taiwo or Kehinde depending
on whether they were born first or
second. But even for Yoruba people,
Igbo Ora is considered to be excep-
tional. Among the nearly 100 second-
ary school children assembled at the
end of their break there were nine
sets of twins. “There are so many

twins because of the okra leaf that we
eat,” said 15-year-old Kehinde
Oyedepo, one of the twins, repeating
a view commonly held in the town.

The leaves are used to make a
stew that is popular in Igbo Ora.
Others have pointed to the popularity
of Amala - a local dish made from
yams and cassava flour. One theory is
that yams prompt the production of
gonadotropins, a chemical agent that
stimulates the production of eggs.
Ekujumi Olarenwaju, an obstetrician
gynaecologist based in Lagos, around
100 miles (160 km) away, believes the
causes of the phenomenon lie else-
where because the same kind of yam
is eaten elsewhere in the world with-
out the same result.

“Thus far scientifically, no one can
say this is the reason,” said
Olarenwaju. “One of the plausible
reasons is the hereditary aspect of it
because maybe over the years they
inter-marry, they now have that gene
being pooled and concentrated in
that environment,” he said. But the
women who sell piles of okra leaves
at a town market are quick to dis-
agree. They said local traditions over
how the leaves are consumed were
crucial. For example, a stew made
from the leaves should be eaten
immediately and never stored.
Oyenike Bamimore, who sells the
bread, said she was living proof that
the diet was the cause. “Because I eat
okra leaves a lot, I gave birth to eight
sets of twins,” she said. — Reuters

Leap in cyber
attacks against
elections in 
OECD countries
OTTAWA: Cyber attackers targeted half
the member states of the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development
that held national elections in 2018, the
agency that monitors Canada’s telecoms
networks said Monday. “The proportion of
elections targeted by cyber threat activity
has more than tripled” since 2015, said the
Canadian Security Establishment (CSE),
which warned of a further spike this year. “A
small number of nation-states have under-
taken most cyber threat activity against
democratic processes worldwide,” the cen-
ter said, mostly pointing the finger at Russia.

The OECD is a grouping of 36 of the
world’s richest nations that describe them-
selves as committed to democracy and the
free market, founded in 1961 to promote
trade. The report said voters were now the
target of cyber activity rather than political
parties, candidates or their staff, accounting
for more than half of global activity in 2018.
“This shift seems to have started in 2016,
which is likely due in part to the perceived
success among cyber threat actors of
Russia’s cyber interference activity against
the 2016 United States presidential elec-
tion,” the report said.

The goals of the cyber attackers was to
“manipulate online information... in order to
influence voters’ opinions and behaviors,”
the report said. Foreign interference also
aimed in the longer term to “promote for-
eign economic, ideological, military inter-
ests” and to “reduce confidence in democ-
racy [and] create divisions in international
alliances.” In Canada, where a general elec-
tion is due in October, the CSE said it was
“very likely” that voters would encounter
foreign cyber interference, although not on
the scale of Russian meddling in the US.

The cyber interference would not be able
to target the election itself, which is largely
done using paper ballots at the federal level,
it said. But the report added that foreign
state-sponsored media had “disparaged
Canadian cabinet ministers.” Prime Minister
Justin Trudeau last week warned of the risk
of Russian meddling in the elections. His min-
ister for democratic institutions, Karina
Gould, said Monday she had discussed the
issue with the largest social media organiza-
tions, but said they were doing too little to
address the threat. “There is a lot left to be
desired in terms of how seriously they’re tak-
ing these issues,” she said, although she did
note that Facebook had been more coopera-
tive than others. Facebook said it was ban-
ning Faith Goldy, a prominent commentator
who has been described as a white national-
ist, as well as other far-right activists. The ban
also applies to Instagram, which Facebook
owns. “Individuals and organizations who
spread hate, attack, or call for the exclusion
of others on the basis of who they are, have
no place on our services,” a Facebook
spokesperson told HuffPost. — AFP 


